
 

Fluid Ads Sales Development Executive (SDE) 

 

Job title:  Sales Development Executive (SDE) 
Employment Type: Permanent 
Salary Range: £17,000 - £21,000 per annum plus commission and benefits 
Reporting to: Marketing Manager 
Working with: Sales Executives and Sales Leadership 
Department: Commercial Team 
Working Hours: 08.30 - 17:30, Monday to Friday* 
Location: Preston, Lancashire* 
 
* Some functions may involve working away from the office and working unusual hours. 

 

Description of role 

We are looking for a highly personable, dynamic, high energy, self starting  Sales Development Executive 

(SDE). This exceptional candidate will generate and facilitate sales for the  company by engaging and 

listening to prospects and leads. The role comprises three primary functions weighted in priority order:  

● Lead generation; working closely with Marketing to nurture leads to a qualified status to hit 
targets 

● Demand generation; targeted with attracting prospects and qualifying to leads through 
independent outreach 

● Reporting and business optimisation; integral to providing process enhancements and insights 
learned through this role to the wider team 

Working under the direction of the Marketing Manager, this will involve structuring and managing a 

programme and process to proactively generate qualified leads for the sales team by independent 

outreach, following up on marketing campaigns and targeted telemarketing cold calling.  

The FluidAds SDE will confidently communicate with potential customers by phone and  email, 

although they may also meet with potential customers from time to time.  

The primary objective of the SDE is to identify the potential needs of the customer, qualify their interest 

and viability, and create a relationship that will help drive the sale and the company to further profits 

and expand the customer base for FluidAds. 

Fluid Ads and Localstars is an open team based environment. It is essential that you are able to 

effectively liaise with work colleagues across the businesses to assist where possible with other ad-hoc 

duties. 

 

 

e: careers@fluidads.com 
 

mailto:careers@fluidads.com


 

Main duties include 
 

● Lead generation; respond to enquiries that are generated through advertisements, known as lead 
follow-up via phone and email to target 

● Demand generation; initiating contact with potentially interested prospects through phone calls, 
known as outbound prospecting/cold-calling to target 

● Set up in-person or online meetings and product demonstrations, or arrange other methods of 
communication, such as an email follow-up or phone call 

● Pass qualified leads to the designated salesperson 
● Structured reporting of your sales activity and progress to the Marketing Manager 
● Insights and campaigns; collaborate with the Marketing Manager usings insights learned on any 

nurture campaigns or process improvements 

Skills and competencies required 
 
The SDE must have boundless energy, enthusiasm, hunger and a persistent drive to knock down any barriers 
to making a sale and/or booking a demo.  
 
For the SDE, the telephone is their best friend, and they are obsessed about ensuring our target future 
customers understand the value and efficiencies they could be enjoying by using Fluid Ads.  
We are after a candidate who is charismatic and confident, listens attentively and is both tenacious, humble 
and an effective team player. 
 
Essential 

● Strong communication skills the SDE will effectively interact with potential customers and 
colleagues by phone, email and in person 

● Customer Service skills are important since the success of their role depends on meeting customer 
needs 

● Possess good analytical skills, this can be crucial to determine which products will be most suited to 
the customer's needs and identify the salesperson who is most knowledgeable about those products 

● Self-starter with outstanding organisational skills 
● Excellent time management skills to meet outreach targets and respond to queries as efficiently as 

possible 
● Tenacity when handling negative responses and determination to find solutions 
● Excellent numerical and presentation skills 
● Self-motivated, achievement and success oriented 
● Ability to deal and work with people of all levels 
● Professional and friendly personality 
● Ability to prioritise workload and remain organised while meeting deadlines and targets 
● Good working knowledge of MS Office 

Desirable 

● Knowledge and or experience of the Ad industry is advantageous 
● Previous experience in a sales, customer service or telesales environment, generating new business 

against set targets 

Qualifications:   Bachelor's degree (preferred but not a mandatory requirement) 

*no recruitment agencies 
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